OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY, A.S. (UNIVERSITY COLLEGE)

Begin Campus: DuBois, Mont Alto, Shenango
End Campus: DuBois, Mont Alto, Shenango

Contact

DuBois
1 College Place
142A Smeal Building
DuBois, PA 15801
814-375-4748
ldb4@psu.edu

https://dubois.psu.edu/academics/degrees/ota

Mont Alto
1 Campus Drive
306 Allied Health Building
Mont Alto, PA 17237
717-749-6168
cxa219@psu.edu

https://montalto.psu.edu/academics/associate/occupational-therapy-assistant-degree

Shenango
147 Shenango Avenue
104 Chadderton Lab
Sharon, PA 16146
724-983-2973
tsd13@psu.edu

https://shenango.psu.edu/academics/degrees/2-year-occupational-therapy-assistant

Berks
Tulpehocken Road, PO Box 7009
115 Luerssen Science Building
Reading, PA 19610
610-396-6425
BKOccTherapy@psu.edu

https://berks.psu.edu/academics/occupational-therapy